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Abstract

nal RNN-LM models trained on large text-only corpus which
can give competitive results for on-device applications. RNNT models also incorporate a predictor network analogous to
an RNN-LM and is loosely coupled to its encoder-decoder architecture unlike the AED models with a tightly coupled LM.
This gives them an additional advantage of using an externally
pretrained predictor network using large text corpuses to boost
it’s performance. However, when there is no restriction on the
amount of transcribed training data available AED models can
be a better bet to achieve best performance at smallest possible
memory footprint.
Traditionally, conventional HMM-DNN ASR systems have
been modeling the distributions or emission probabilities of
phonemes, or senones (tied-states of triphones) which are used
along with word-level LMs to decode any given speech utterance. CTC-based models primarily use phoneme or character
labels which are decoded using an external word-based LM.
These models can be trained directly on word labels, but the
model size becomes untenable for a large vocabulary ASR and
has to be contrained to a manageable size of vacabulary as well
as model. On the other hand, character based models keep the
output layer size and hence the model size to the smallest, but
the long-term dependencies on the output labels captured by
the model tend to be weak. Recently, the use of intermediate
subword units namely bype-pair encoded (BPE) labels or wordpiece (WP) labels has shown a very good compromise between
the model size and ability to capture long-term dependencies.
BPE labels with a vocab size of 1K to 30K have been successfully used and show significant improvement over the character
based AED models.
In this paper, we propose a new multi-task, multiresolution, multi-head decoder based E2E AED architecture.
In particular, the proposed architecture uses a hierarchical
character-to-subword unit based E2E architecture for improving the performance of AED models. The use of character and
BPE target labels at different levels of the E2E model provides
for a multi-tasking approach. Combining encoder embeddings
at different temporal resolutions that are ideal for character and
BPE targets provide for a multi-resolutional approach.
The proposed architecture also combines a character-based
AED model and a BPE based AED model with a common
shared encoder stack which is jointly trained on four different losses, namely character-CTC encoder loss, BPE-CTC encoder loss, character-CE decoder loss and BPE-CE decoder
loss. Apart from sharing a common character-level encoder
stack, the proposed model has a separate BPE stack on top of the
character-level encoder stack. Two different attention-decoder
modules are attached to each of the encoder stacks. The embeddings from the two encoder stacks at different time resolutions
and conditioned on two different tasks are combined into the
BPE attention decoder. The embeddings are combined either
as multi-head attention (MHA) or multi-head decoder (MHD)

In this paper we present a new hierarchical character to bytepair encoding (C2B) end-to-end neural network architecture for
improving the performance of attention based encoder-decoder
ASR models. We explore different strategies for building the
hierarchical C2B models such as building the individual blocks
one at a time, as well as training the entire model as a monolith in a single step. We show that C2B model trained simultaneously with four losses, two for character and two for
BPE sequences help regularize the learning of character sequences as well as BPE sequences. The proposed multi-task
multi-resolution hierarchical architecture improves the WER of
a small footprint bidirectional full-attention E2E model on the
960 hours LibriSpeech corpus by around 15% relative and is
comparable to the state-of-the-art performance of an almost 3
times bigger model on the same dataset.

1. Introduction
Attention-based encoder-decoder (AED) models have recieved
a lot of attention in recent years compared to the conventional
hybrid hidden markov model (HMM) and deep neural network (DNN) based automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems [1–7]. One of the main advantages of these end-to-end
(E2E) AED models is that they capture the language information implicitly in their decoder, obviating the need for an external large language model (LM). This reduces the overall memory footprint of the ASR system making them the best candidates for on-device applications.
The performance of AED models are comparable or even
better than the conventional HMM-DNN systems when trained
on a large (> 10000 hrs) corpus [3, 7]. However, the performance of E2E models are quite poor compared to conventional
system when trained on smaller corpuses [1,2]. One of the main
reasons for this is that the language information captured by
E2E models gets better with more data. It has been recently
shown that the E2E models can perform comparable to conventional HMM-LSTM systems on the 960h LibriSpeech corpus [5]. It has also been shown that the performance of these
AED models can be further improved by using data augmentation methods and an external LM model [7, 8]. One of the main
challenges for E2E AED models is to leverage on their smaller
memory footprint and improve their performance to match that
of larger models.
Several end-to-end model architectures have been proposed
in the literature namely the connectionist temporal classifier
(CTC) models [9] and recurrent neural network transducer
(RNN-T) models [10]. On large scale models trained on large
corpuses AED models perform significantly better than these
two alternative E2E models. However, for small footprint ASR
models trained on smaller transcribed corpuses there is no clear
winner. CTC models can be used in conjunction with an exter-
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input sequence of length T , Y = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yL ] is the output
label sequence of length L. B(Y, T ) denotes a mapping function that provides all possible alignments between output Y and
the input X of length T either by inserting a blank label or by
repeating the output labels.
The encoder stack with a CTC softmax layer can by itself be
used as a sequence-to-sequence model capable of generating or
decoding sequences online with or without the help of an external language model. However, one major drawback with CTC
models is the assumption of conditional independence
QT of labels
in computing P (π|X) given by P (π|X) =
t=1 p(πt |xt ).
Another major disadvantage of encoder-only CTC models is
that the hidden embeddings at the output of encoder have a weak
recurrence relation with the past feature vectors of the input sequence.
Motivated by the experiments on curriculum learning and
multi-task learning, we propose to use two separate encoder
stacks in an hierarchical manner. The bottom stack is trained
to learn character sequences, while the upper stack learns to
predict a BPE sequence. They use a temporal subsampling of 2
and 4, respectively, adding up to a total TS of 8 for the combined
character-BPE stack.

Figure 1: Block schematic of the proposed hierarchical C2B
E2E model.
strategies [11, 12]. Several variants of the proposed architecture are explored with the primary goal of improving the performance of a small footprint model to match bigger models
with marginal or no increase in model parameters.

2.2. Multi-task attention decoders
An attention based decoder partly alleviates the problem of conditional independence, by predicting the current output symbol based on the previous predicted symbol. It also uses an
LSTM layer to capture recurrence relations in the output sequence and uses an attention mechanism to compute a weighted
combination of the past and/or future encoder embeddings.
An AED model tries to maximize the conditional probability P (Y |X),
P by minimizing the cross-entropy loss given by
LCE = − i log P (yi |X, y<i ).
In the proposed MTMR architecture, we use two different attention decoders, each focusing on the task of decoding
a character or a BPE sequence. Empirical evidence from our
own experiments, and from the literature, suggests that the performance of a BPE based AED is better than a character based
AED. However, the motivation for including a separate character based attention decoder stems from two aspects. One,
empirical evidence suggests that the performance of the CTCbased encoder stack can improve signifcantly when it is trained
as part of an AED model with a joint CTC and CE loss function. Another aspect which is not explored in this paper, but
can be explored in the future, is to design a joint beam-search
decoder which uses both the character as well as BPE attention
decoders.

2. Multi-task multi-resolution E2E models
In this section we give a brief overview of the proposed multitask multi-resolution (MTMR) attention-based encoder-decoder
(AED) model. A block schematic of the MTMR AED model
is given in Fig. 1. The proposed architecture, based on the
AED model used in [5], has a common encoder stack denoted ‘Enc c’ shared between the character and BPE decoders
(‘Char Dec’ and ‘BPE Dec’). ‘TS=2’ denotes a temporal subsampling (TS) factor of two between the input and output sequences. This shared encoder is trained with a total of four
different losses, namely the character CTC loss attached to this
shared encoder through a softmax layer (‘CTC smax c’), character CE loss on the character based attention-decoder, BPE
CTC loss on the softmax layer (‘CTC smax b’) attached to the
BPE encoder stack ‘Enc b’, and the BPE CE loss on the BPE
attention-decoder. At the decoder level, the embeddings from
the character encoder stack which is at a different time resolution and trained on a different task is fed into a BPE decoder using a character-to-BPE (C2B) attention decoder (denoted ‘AttDec c2b’ in Fig. 1).
The three main components of the proposed MTMR AED
model are: 1. Char-to-BPE hierarchical encoders, 2. Multitask attention decoders 3. Char-to-BPE cross-attention multiresolution decoder.

2.3. Char-to-BPE cross-attention decoder
Multi-head attention and multi-head decoders with heterogenous attentions seem to provide complimentary information for
improving the decoder performance [3, 11, 12]. Motivated by
the idea of MHA and MHDs, we propose a multi-resolution
decoder to combine the embeddings from a character encoder
and a BPE encoder which are trained to predict different granularities of linguistic information. This can be viewed as a
variant of multi-head attention (MHA) [3, 11] and multi-head
decoder (MHD) [12], but tries to combine information from
components focusing on different tasks or linguistic information and also combine input feature embeddings at two different resolutions. We hypothesize that combining evidence at
different resolutions of acoustic information as well as different linguistic granularities can improve the performance of the

2.1. Hierarchical char-to-BPE encoder stacks
An encoder stack consists of multiple layers of LSTM units with
maxpool layers in-between any two LSTM layers. The maxpool layers are used to induce a temporal subsampling on the
input feature sequence which helps the model to converge better [5]. The encoder stack can be pretrained independently, or
jointly trained with the attention-decoder, by adding a softmax
layer on top of the encoder stack and using a connectionist temporal
P classification (CTC) loss function given by Lctc (X, Y ) =
− π∈B(Y,T ) log P (π|X), where X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xT ] is the
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4.1. Dataset

overall system. The proposed architecture is therefore a multitask, multi-resolution, cross-attention (char-to-BPE in this case)
based encoder-decoder model, and can be generalized easily to
combine more number of tasks and resolutions.

All our experiments reported in this paper are carried out on
the publicly available LibriSpeech corpus [13]. The training set
consists of around 960 hours of transcribed audio data. The devclean and dev-other subsets each around 5 hours is used as our
validation set. The final word error rate (WER) performance
is calculated on the test-clean and test-other subsets of 5 hours
each.

3. Training strategies: curriculum vs
multi-task learning
In moving from a character to BPE AED model there could be
several possible strategies that can be explored. In this paper,
we try to study the effectiveness of a purely curriculum based
training strategy where the model learns one task at a time, as
against a complex multi-task learning. Some strategies explored
in this paper are briefly described below.

4.2. Experimental setup
All the experiments in this paper are carried out using the open
source E2E ASR training toolkit ReturNN [14, 15]. The recipe
and hyperparameters used for training our models are exactly
same as the default recipe released by the authors of ReturNN
unless otherwise specified [15]. The encoder stacks used in our
experiments contain bidirectional LSTM layers with either 256
cells. A time subsampling (TS) factor of 2 is used for the character stack, and an additional TS factor of 4 is introduced in
the BPE encoder stack. A BPE vocab size of 10K is used,
while a character vocab size of 29 (digits are not included) is
used. The decoder uses a single unidirectional LSTM layer
with 1000 cells. A target embedding layer of dimention 621 is
used on the one-hot target representations of the previous labels
before being fed into the attention-decoder module. In all our
experiments we use Adam Optimizer [16] with an initial learning rate of 0.0008 and a learning rate decay mechanism based
on the model performance on a cross-validation set (dev-clean
plus dev-other subsets from LibriSpeech). A linear learning rate
warm-up [17] is used for the first few epochs, along with gradient norm clipping and gradient NaN filtering. A 40 dimensional
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) input features are
used where the zeroth cepstral coefficient is replaced with the
RMS energy of the frame.

3.1. Curriculum learning: C2B with pretrained character
model
This is a purely curriculum learning strategy, where a character AED model is trained from scratch using two joint CTC
and CE character-level losses. The pretrained character AED
is now used to initialize a BPE based AED model, with the two
character-level losses being replaced by the two corresponding
BPE-level losses. This is mainly to study the necessity for moving to a more complicated architecture proposed in this paper.
3.2. Curriculum + multi-task learning: C2B with a shared
encoder stack and joint losses
This is a hybrid learning strategy where the model first learns
to predict character sequences, followed by a joint multi-task
learning to predict both character as well as BPE sequences.
This architecture is similar to the block diagram shown in Fig. 1
but without the cross-attention block denoted ‘AttDec c2b’. In
this case, the character AED model is pretrained with two character losses and then the BPE encoder stack as well as the BPE
attention-decoder are added with two more additional BPElevel losses taking the total number of losses to four. Adding
the C2B cross-attention decoder when moving from curriculum
learning to multi-task learning makes the resulting model architecture exactly the same as shown in Fig. 1.

4.3. Results
The results from various hierarchical C2B experiments are discussed and presented in Tables 1 to 4.
4.3.1. Experiments with pretrained character AED model
The results from experiments which use a pretrained character
level AED model to initialize the BPE-level AED model in Table 1. A character AED is trained with 256 units in each of the
6-layer encoder stack. A temporal subsampling factor of 2 is
used after the bottom most layer. The model after training for
around 12 epochs reaches a validation or dev-set character error
rate (CER) of 2.75%. This model is now retrained as a BPE
AED model by replacing the character CTC and CE losses with
BPE CTC and BPE CE losses, respectively. The TS factor of the
encoder stack was increased from 2 to 8 by adding time-pooling
factors of 2 each to the top most two layers (2,2). A pretraining strategy with the time-pooling factors for the top two layers
starting with (4,4), (4,2) and then (2,2) was used to help better convergence. Each of these time-pooling combinations were
used for half an epoch. The models are then allowed to train
a total of around 12 epochs. It was observed that the convergence of the models were much better when only the BPE-CE
loss was used and the BPE-CTC loss was totally omitted during
the retraining stage. This model is referred to as ‘BFA-6L-C2B2to1Loss’ (M2).
The BPE-label error rates computed on the validation set
which comprises of around 3000 utterances, 1500 randomly
chosen from dev-clean and dev-other subsets. It can be seen

3.3. Multi-task multi-resolution cross-attention learning
This is a purely multi-task learning where there is no stage by
stage curriculum learning. This model is exactly the same as depicted in Fig. 1 including the ‘AttDec c2b’ cross-attention. This
architecture combines information both at the encoder level and
at the decoder level. The character encoder stack with a time
subsampling factor of 2 is shared between the character and
BPE AED models. At the decoder level, two different variantions are explored in utilizing the C2B cross-attention. One
is similar to multi-head decoders where the information is combined at the final softmax layer as depicted in the figure. The
other is to use a multi-head attention strategy where the context vectors from the BPE-attention and C2B cross-attention are
combined into a single LSTM layer in the decoder.

4. Experiments and results
The experimental setup, dataset used and the results from various experiments carried out in this paper are presented in this
section.
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Table 3: Effect of adding more parameters (M12:BFA 8L no
C2B multi-task learning) and vanilla MHD (M13, no multi- or
cross-attention decoding) to the baseline model (M1).

Table 1: Performance of different C2B models on LibriSpeech
dev-set in terms of BPE-label error rates (BER).
M ODEL

D EV BER %

M1: BFA-6L-BASELINE
C2B WITH PRETRAINED C HAR AED
M2: BFA-6L-C2B-2 TO 1 LOSS
M3: BFA-6L-C2B-2 TO 1 LOSS (D EC R INIT )
C2B WITH AN ADDITIONAL BPE STACK
M4: BFA-8L-C2B-4 LOSS ( NO MHD)
M5: BFA-8L-C2B-MHD-4 LOSS

9.16

M ODEL

8.65
8.79

M1: BFA 6L BASELINE
M12: BFA 8L
M13: BFA 6L MHD 2 LOSS

8.58
8.75

M ODEL

T EST WER %
CLEAN
OTHER

M1: BFA 6L BASELINE
M11: BFA 8L C2B MHD 4 LOSS
+ RNN-LM SF
BFA 6L 1024 U BASELINE
+ RNN-LM SF

D EV BER %

M1: BFA-6L-BASELINE
C2B TRAINED FROM SCRATCH
M6: BFA-6L-C2B-MHA-3 LOSS
M7: BFA-6L-C2B-MHD-3 LOSS
M8: BFA-6L-C2B-MHA-4 LOSS
M9: BFA-6L-C2B-MHD-4 LOSS
M10: BFA-8L-C2B-MHA-4 LOSS
M11: BFA-8L-C2B-MHD-4Loss

9.16
9.36
9.71

Table 4: WER performance of the proposed 256u MTMR C2B
models on LibriSpeech.

Table 2: Performance of different C2B models trained from
scratch using cross-attention on LibriSpeech dev-set in terms
of BPE-label error rates (BER).
M ODEL

D EV BER %

9.16
9.05
8.97
8.43
7.90
8.29
7.62

5.31
4.54
3.45
4.26
3.34

16.92
13.96
11.25
14.36
12.17

ments compared to the MHA strategy. The performance improvement over the baseline is even more impressive when a
8-layer encoder stack is used (M10 & M11) instead of 6 layers.
In order to investigate if the improvements are merely due
to the addition of extra trainable parameters into the model,
we carried out two more experiments. One is to train a new
baseline with 8-layer encoder stack (M12). Another is to add
a multi-head decoder feeding from the same BPE embeddings
simulating primarily an ensemble effect (M13). It has been earlier reported in literature that such a strategy indeed improves
the performance [12]. The results for these two experiments
are given in Table 3. It can be seen that mere addition of extra
trainable parameters does not always guarantee improved performance.
Table 4 summarizes the WER performance of the best
C2B BFA model (‘M11: BFA-8L-C2B-MHD-4Loss’) with and
without shallow fusion (SF) using an externally trained RNNLM as used in [15]. It can be seen that the performance of our
best 256u C2B AED model M11 (∼66M params) improves significantly compared to the baseline model (∼36M params) due
to the addition of a multi-task multi-resolution C2B attention
decoder. To the best of our knowledge these results are the new
state-of-the-art for both with and without the LM for a smaller
size BFA model of size 256 units in the encoder. After shallow fusion with an RNN-LM the performance of the proposed
MTMR trained 256u smaller model is almost comparable to the
∼3 times bigger 1024u BFA model (∼187M params) for testclean and even better for test-other test set.

from the table that this model improves the baseline 6-layer
bidirectional full-attention (BFA) model (M1) by ∼6.5% relative. As a variation, another BPE AED model (M3) was trained
from the pretrained character AED model, by borrowing only
the encoder stack while randomly initializing the BPE attentiondecoder.
The bottom two rows in Table 1 correspond to experiments
where the character encoder stack is left untouched and an additional BPE encoder stack of 2 layers is added on top with a
TS factor of 4. Again a (4,4), (4,2) and (2,2) TS pretraining
strategy is used to ensure better convergence of the models. In
the first case (M4), there was no cross-attention from character
embeddings to the BPE decoder. In the second case (M5), a
cross-attention decoder was also present as shown in Fig. 1. It
can be seen from the table that these experiments do improve
the baseline performance from 5-6% relative.
4.3.2. Experiments with multi-task multi-resolution crossattention
Based on empirical evidence it was seen that the models converged better when they are trained from scratch rather than using a pretrained character AED to initialize the MTMS crossattention models. All the experiments described in this subsection are trained from scratch with either all 4 losses as
shown in Fig. 1, or with only 3 losses by totally eliminating
the character-based attention decoder. The character embeddings were fused into the BPE decoder either into the single
LSTM layer as context vectors (referred to as multi-head attention (MHA)) or combined at the output softmax with separate LSTM layers for both the BPE attnetion and C2B crossattention (referred to as multi-head decoder (MHD)). It can be
seen from Table 2 that while the 3loss models (M6 & M7) are
faster to train with fewer parameters and lesser training time
computations, their performance is not as good as when using
the character decoder and with all 4 losses (M8 & M9). Also,
it can be seen that the MHD strategy gives significant improve-

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new multi-task multi-resolution
E2E ASR model that combines character and BPE level information in an heirarchical manner. Experimental results show
that the proposed architecture gives an approximately 15% improvement in WER relative to the baseline BFA model with
256 LSTM cells. The results also show that the performance of
the proposed small footprint MTMR AED model is comparable
to the state-of-the-art performance on the LibriSpeech corpus
given by an AED model with 1024 LSTM cells and is around 3
times larger than the proposed model. As far as we know this is
new state-of-the-art for this smaller size model for LibriSpeech.
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